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About This Content

Purchasing Yuri will permanently unlock this character in Awesomenauts. The character can also be purchased with
Awesomepoints in-game.

Yuri is a complex supportive character that can fly around and pelt areas with damaging mines. He can also create a timebubble
that slows enemies and speeds up allies. He comes equipped with the following abilities:

Pelt your enemies with mines that detonate upon contact.

Generate a time-warping field, slowing enemies around you.

Fry your his enemies with a concentrated beam of pure energy.

Once part of the Soviet space program, Yuri was a monkey, experimentally shot into space during the 1960's cold war space race.
Mysteriously, monitoring soviet scientists suddenly lost track of monkey Yuri's spacecraft.

Puzzled by its sudden disappearance, Soviet space-command wondered what had become of their beloved test-pet Yuri. Little did
they know that Yuri's spacecraft had entered a warpfield anomaly and was transported hundreds of years into the future!

Also, the warpfields radiation boosted Yuri's mind to superintelligent levels. The new, more intelligent, mad and slightly sadistic
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Yuri quickly grasped the situation and modified his broken rocket into an equally mad timetraveling supercomputer jetpack.

With the jetpack translating everything Yuri says and does, enemies are never quite sure who is in control, the mad scientist monkey,
or the computer it created?
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Title: Yuri - Awesomenauts Character
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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